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May 23, 2022: Day 1: Pre-Project: Setting the Stage 

 

Questions Related to Session 4:  Planning and Design of Project Part II: Research & 

Project Design 

1. (Titus Doffo; t.doffo@cgiar.org) What are the best tools for monitoring projects? 

a. live answered 

b. I am biased in the OKR structure, however, here is a link for more resources to 

manage. I highly recommend finding one that fits you and your team! 

https://asana.com/resources/project-management 

2. (Annie Murimi; annie.murimi@gmail.com) Wincate, there seems like you had to make 

several changes to the project, How long did it take to get approvals from the funders? 

Was there need for clarifications or a discussion on why you were requesting the 

reviews to be done? Please share 

a. live answered 

3. (TECNO POP 2F; tadegirma@gmail.com) What are tools for monitoring a project? 

a. (same as Q1) 

4. (Mesfin Retta; mesfin.kebede@vita.ie) My question to Wincate Mukami: How does your 

team adapt to the continuous enviro-socio-economic changes of living in Africa while 

implementing your project? 

a. live answered 

b. On that question, the team is mostly made up of youths who are flexible and 

come from our own localities, so it was an easy task to implement the project in 

a socio dynamic environment that one is adapted to, knows the norms and 

behaviors of the people/farmers in the society, and with that it makes everything 
flow in a good way since we belong to that society. And in the environmental 

changes, we had weather map sources which predicted rain patterns thus acted 

as an eye opener on the decision on when to plant. And lastly, economically, the 

project came at a good time when inorganic farming became expensive like here 

in Kenya, of which most farmers opted for traditional inputs, then in reference 

to that, most farmers were more than interested in participating in the project, 

but the project scope could choose others that were needed as strategized. 
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